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                  1. Poem

          Dust of Snow
                      By-Robert Frost
         The way a crow
         Shook down on me
        The dust of snow
        From a hemlock tree
               Has given my heart
               A change of mood
               And save some part
               Of a day I had rued
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                                       Summary
The poet has mentioned crow 
and hemlock tree in this poem. 
Crow signifies his depressive and 
sorrowful mood and hemlock tree 
is poisonous tree…. This simple 
action changed the poet's mood . 
He realised that he had just 
wasted a part of his day 
repenting and being lost in 
sorrow.
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               Explanation
1Stanza -The poem is set in a scene where 
the poet is in a bad mood and is walking by a tree, 
a hemlock tree. Hemlock tree is a poisonous tree. 
As he passes by ,a crow happens to throw some 
snow dust on him.Whether it falls on his head and 
shoulders is unknown as there is no specific 
mention in the poem. Also, from the readers are 
left in doubt about the bird’s specific action. 
Whether the crow was landing ,shivering with cold 
,re adjusting itself on the branch or taking off, it 
happened to send some particles of snow upon 
the author. Here  the two agents of nature, the 
hemlock tree and the crow are signifiers of 
sadness and gloom just like the poet's mood was 
in opening scene
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2 Stanza-For  reasons unknown, the 
author was having a terrible day. But the 
falling of the snow on his head lifted his 
mood instantly. He had already spent his 
day in a bad mood but the rest of it was 
saved by the crow and the hemlock tree. 
Generally, hemlock tree and crow are 
used for negative references but the poet 
used them beautifully to portray that 
inauspicious thing can bring joy and 
happiness too. One must not take things 
for granted and should be open and 
accept whichever way the nature chooses 
the bless us.
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                 Literary Devices
1-Rhyme Scheme-ABAB CDCD
2-Alliteration-The occurrence of the same 
letter or sound at the beginning of 
adjacent or closely connected words. The 
instances of alliteration are as follows -
I-has given my heart 
II- and saved some part
3-Enjambment-The continuation of a 
sentence without a pause beyond the end 
of a line (for example the poem has eight 
line but there is fullestop in the last line 
only)
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4-Assonance-Resemblance of 
sound between syllables of nearby 
words,arising particularly from the 
rhyming of two or more stressed 
vowels.
For example-shook down on me 
Vowel ‘o' is stressed three times.


